panded metal tailgate. Optional landscaping box is a 2-ft. square locking box for blowers, trimmers, rakes. Box doubles as a work bench.
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SUPERIOR SIGNALS
800/447-3693

Warn 'em or see 'em. Install a back-up alarm on any unit. The Safe-T-Alert 3000 series from Superior Signals comes in decibel ranges from 82 to 107. The STA-30572 can be manually adjusted. The Super-Sight collision avoidance system allows the driver of a vehicle to see objects out of sight of the rear-view mirrors. Camera is mounted on the rear of vehicle, monitor put inside cab.
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Woods Equipment Co.
800/385-9798
www.woodsonline.com

Operator comfort and longer time between maintenance are the leading features of the zero-turn mid-mount M-series Mow’n Machines from Woods. The M2250 as 22 hp and a 50-in. deck. The M2560 has 25 hp and a 60-in. deck. Both models have Kohler engines, hydraulic deck height control, extended life spindles and Tunsten® carbide-coated blades.

Circle No. 266

SEPTEMBER

7 Train the Trainer
Woodbine, MD; ALCA/Husqvarna, 800/395-2522; www.alca.org

8-11 RISE Annual Meeting
Beaver Creek, CO; 202/872-3860; www.acpa.org/vise

9-10 Southwest Horticultural Trade Show
Phoenix, AZ; Arizona Nursery Assn., 602/